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A Treasury of Indian Wisdom - Karan Singh 2016-01-15
Ancient and contemporary lessons for a spiritual awakening Tracing the metaphysical literary heritage of
the Indian Subcontinent, A Treasury of Indian Wisdom brings us a wealth of enlightenment from the last
5000 years of Indian teachings. Beginning with the Vedic hymns, the anthology leads us into the heart of
Vedantic philosophy through the Upanishads, further exploring the fundamental truths offered by Buddhist
and Jain monks. Presenting the beauty and devotion in the verses of the Bhakti, Sufi and Sikh gurus as well,
it culminates with contemporary ideologies of modern teachers like Sri Aurobindo, Jawaharlal Nehru and
Osho. Dr Karan Singh’s selection draws from the wide-ranging wisdom of saints and scholars, thinkers and
reformers, poets and leaders, and comes as an inspiration for a generation seeking its place in the world.
Kashmir and Beyond 1966-84 - Karan Singh 2020-01-06
Dr Karan Singh became a member of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's Cabinet as minister for tourism and
civil aviation, and worked closely with Gandhi for almost the entire duration of her tenure. They held each
other in high esteem, shared great rapport as Cabinet colleagues and had mutual regard on a personal level
as well. Bringing together over 300 letters exchanged between Mrs Gandhi and Dr Singh, Kashmir and
Beyond provides valuable insights into such historic events as the signing of the Tashkent Declaration, the
Emergency and Operation Bluestar. Even as these letters map the important landmarks of recent Indian
history, they also provide a fascinating glimpse into the inner workings of the government and the
magnitude of the effort of running a country that houses 'one-seventh of the human race'. Kashmir and
Beyond is an immensely important book for anyone who wants to make sense of the knotty issues that
confront contemporary India.
How To Thrive In A Family Business - Ajay Sharma 2021-08-23
What, according to you, is a family business? What are its benefits? Why do a majority of family businesses
fail? Can a family business be turned to your advantage? Set around the backdrop of an enterprise that has
been around for over a hundred years - the Baidyanath Group, these questions, and many more, are
answered in this book on what makes family businesses tick specially beyond the third generation. As any
business passes through generations and each generation passes through these various stages of life Brahmacharya, Grihastha, Vanaprastha and Sanyas - the transition is not just difficult, but also painful, both
financially and emotionally. The resultant losses of this generational paradigm are not only monetary, but
also familial. Do family businesses suffer from elder son syndrome, or is early division seen as taboo? When
to plan succession and should one part with ownership? Surprisingly, the business behaves as per the
behaviour of the generation that manages it. Given an identical situation, the decision would vary as per the
generation taking the call. Life is all about the choices we make, our decision, if right, becomes a 'virtue' for
the family and the business. If not right, it becomes a 'sin'. The book serves as a guide to what not to do by
every member and every generation of a family. Identifying thirty actions which are the biggest sins that
hinder the prosperity and continuity of any family business, Ajay Sharma, a third-generation businessman,
weaves his own experiences with in-depth research and knowledge on the subject of family business. He
believes that this book will be helpful to everyone - not just the stakeholders of family businesses, but also
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the millions who work with these family businesses, people who are the real lifeforce.
Daughter of Empire - Pamela Hicks 2014-09-23
The princess daughter Lord Louis and Edwina Mountbatten and descendant of British and Russian royals
documents her singular childhood in England and India surrounded by famous guests, her parents' open
lovers and her exotic pets. By the author of India Remembered. 40,000 first printing.
Magnificent Delusions - Husain Haqqani 2013-11-05
The relationship between America and Pakistan is based on mutual incomprehension and always has been.
Pakistan—to American eyes—has gone from being a quirky irrelevance, to a stabilizing friend, to an
essential military ally, to a seedbed of terror. America—to Pakistani eyes—has been a guarantee of security,
a coldly distant scold, an enthusiastic military enabler, and is now a threat to national security and a source
of humiliation. The countries are not merely at odds. Each believes it can play the other—with sometimes
absurd, sometimes tragic, results. The conventional narrative about the war in Afghanistan, for instance,
has revolved around the Soviet invasion in 1979. But President Jimmy Carter signed the first authorization
to help the Pakistani-backed mujahedeen covertly on July 3—almost six months before the Soviets invaded.
Americans were told, and like to believe, that what followed was Charlie Wilson's war of Afghani liberation,
with which they remain embroiled to this day. It was not. It was General Zia-ul-Haq's vicious regional power
play. Husain Haqqani has a unique insight into Pakistan, his homeland, and America, where he was
ambassador and is now a professor at Boston University. His life has mapped the relationship of the two
countries and he has found himself often close to the heart of it, sometimes in very confrontational
circumstances, and this has allowed him to write the story of a misbegotten diplomatic love affair, here
memorably laid bare.
Secession and Security - Ahsan I. Butt 2017-11-15
"The book is an excellent addition to the scholarly literature on subnational movements, both past and
present, offering a range of insights to policymakers across the globe."—Ayesha Jalal, author of The
Struggle for Pakistan "With judicious use of empirical evidence and rich case studies, Ahsan I. Butt makes a
compelling case that states’ responses to secessionist movements turn to a considerable degree on their
external security environments."—S. Paul Kapur, author of Jihad as Grand Strategy In Secession and
Security, Ahsan I. Butt argues that states, rather than separatists, determine whether a secessionist
struggle will be peaceful, violent, or genocidal. He investigates the strategies, ranging from negotiated
concessions to large-scale repression, adopted by states in response to separatist movements. Variations in
the external security environment, Butt argues, influenced the leaders of the Ottoman Empire to use
peaceful concessions against Armenians in 1908 but escalated to genocide against the same community in
1915; caused Israel to reject a Palestinian state in the 1990s; and shaped peaceful splits in Czechoslovakia
in 1993 and the Norway-Sweden union in 1905. Using more than one hundred interviews and extensive
archival data, Butt focuses on two main cases—Pakistani reactions to Bengali and Baloch demands for
independence in the 1970s and India’s responses to secessionist movements in Kashmir, Punjab, and Assam
in the 1980s and 1990s. Butt’s deep historical approach to his subject will appeal to policymakers and
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observers interested in the last five decades of geopolitics in South Asia, the contemporary IsraeliPalestinian conflict, and ethno-national conflict, separatism, and nationalism more generally.
Essays on Hinduism - Karan Singh 1999
Authored by Dr Karan Singh, the book discusses the basis of Hinduism, outlining the message of the
Upanishads and the Bhagwad Gita.
World Drug Report 2008 - United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 2008-06-26
The Report continues to provide in depth trend analysis of the four main drug markets in its first section. In
addition, to mark the one hundred year anniversary of the Shanghai Opium Commission, and one hundred
years of international drug control, the Report contains an in-depth look at the development of the
international drug control system. The Report also contains a small statistical annex which provides a
detailed look at production, prices and consumption. As in previous years, the present Report is based on
data obtained primarily from the annual reports questionnaire (ARQ) sent by Governments to UNODC in
2007, supplemented by other sources when necessary and where available. Two of the main limitations
herein are: (i) that ARQ reporting is not systematic enough, both in terms of number of countries
responding and of content, and (ii) that most countries lack the adequate monitoring systems required to
produce reliable, comprehensive and internationally comparable data. National monitoring systems are,
however, improving and UNODC has contributed to this process.
PAKISTAN OCCUPIED KASHMIR. - SURINDER KUMAR. SHARMA 2019
Indian National Congress and the Struggle for Freedom, 1885-1947 - Amales Tripathi 2014-03-03
This volume presents an analytical history of India's struggle for freedom and the role played in it by the
Indian National Congress. It provides a comprehensive account of the Independence movement,
encompassing events such as the extremist-moderate split in the Congress, Morley-Minto reforms, Round
Table Conferences, the Quit India Movement; and the Partition. Drawing on statistical analysis and
exhaustive research, it examines the impact of prevailing domestic and international economic conditions
on the evolution of the politics of the Congress, the Muslim League, as well as the Indian revolutionary,
socialist, and communist parties. The book also throws light on the complex interplay of power politics
between the Centre, the States, and the various grass-roots organizatons on one hand and the push and
pull of Hindu-Muslim communal politics on the other. This is the first English translation of the Bengali
classic Swadhinata Sangrame Bharatiya Jatiya Congress: 1885-1947 (first published in 1990) by the late
Professor Amales Tripathi, an eminent scholar and a renowned historian. This translation also carries a
foreword by Dr Rudrangshu Mukherjee.
The Discovery of India - Jawaharlal Nehru 1981
An Examined Life - Karan Singh 2019-05-30
An Examined Life is a collection of writings from politician and scholar Karan Singh. There are momentous
events here drawn from Jammu and Kashmir's history, as well as essays and letters on subjects ranging
from political science to active politics, metaphysics and spirituality to Hinduism as a way of life. The
essays, particularly, often anecdotal, feature important figures in contemporary history and offer insight
into the years following Independence that set the tone for the world's largest democracy. While his official
correspondence with Jawaharlal Nehru over three decades casts light on the political turmoil in Kashmir
post accession to India, his letters to Indira Gandhi address a dark period in contemporary history - the
1975 Emergency, and the events before and after. The anthology also contains select poems and excerpts
from his travelogues and novel set in Kashmir.
Kashmir and Sindh - Suranjan Das 2001
A ground-breaking book on nation-building, ethnicity and regional politics in South Asia.
Kashmir, Past and Present - Mohan Lal Koul 1994
The Big Connect - Shaili Chopra 2014-04-02
Are digital means of communication better than traditional bhaashans and processions? Will a social media
revolution coerce armchair opinion makers to head to poll booths? Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn are
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changing the way the denizens of the world, and more specifically youth of this country, communicate and
connect. In The Big Connect, Shaili Chopra traces the advent of social media in India and how politics and
lobbying has now shifted to the virtual floor. She argues that though a post, a pin, or a tweet may not
translate into a vote, it can definitely influence it. With comparisons to the Obama campaign of 2008 and
2012 and analysis of the social media campaigns of political bigwigs like Narendra Modi, Rahul Gandhi, and
Arvind Kejriwal—the book discusses the role of a digital community in Indian politics.
Autumn Leaves - Ram Nath Kak 1995
Autobiography of a veterinarian from Jammu and Kashmir, India.
Jammu and Kashmir 1949-1964 - Karan Singh 2020-01-06
In 1949, Dr Karan Singh had just turned eighteen when he was appointed regent of Jammu and Kashmir,
two years after his father, Maharaja Hari Singh, signed the Instrument of Accession merging the then
independent state with India. Under the mentorship of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Dr Singh was at the helm
of affairs in the state for eighteen years, successively as regent, Sadar-i-Riyasat and governor. This
carefully conceived selection of over 200 letters exchanged between Dr Singh and Pandit Nehru sheds light
on significant issues and events, including the teething problems of a fledgling country and a newly grafted
state, the emerging conflicts between Pakistan and India, and the Chinese aggression of 1962. In addition
to valuable insights into the political situation of the period, these letters also provide rare glimpses into
the personal lives and thoughts of Pandit Nehru and Dr Singh. The memorandum submitted by Maharaja
Hari Singh to President Rajendra Prasad in August 1952 is published in full, revealing how the identity and
future of Kashmir were shaped. A rare collection, Jammu and Kashmir offers an unmatched ringside view of
the momentous events in Kashmir and the rest of India after Independence.
Ideology and Identity - Pradeep K. Chhibber 2018-08-24
Indian party politics, commonly viewed as chaotic, clientelistic, and corrupt, is nevertheless a model for
deepening democracy and accommodating diversity. Historically, though, observers have argued that
Indian politics is non-ideological in nature. In contrast, Pradeep Chhibber and Rahul Verma contend that
the Western European paradigm of "ideology" is not applicable to many contemporary multiethnic
countries. In these more diverse states, the most important ideological debates center on statism-the extent
to which the state should dominate and regulate society-and recognition-whether and how the state should
accommodate various marginalized groups and protect minority rights from majorities. Using survey data
from the Indian National Election Studies and evidence from the Constituent Assembly debates, they show
how education, the media, and religious practice transmit the competing ideas that lie at the heart of
ideological debates in India.
Handbook on the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes Between States - United Nations, Codification Division
Staff 1992
Kashmir - Sumantra Bose 2009-07-01
In 2002, nuclear-armed adversaries India and Pakistan mobilized for war over the long-disputed territory of
Kashmir, sparking panic around the world. Drawing on extensive firsthand experience in the contested
region, Sumantra Bose reveals how the conflict became a grave threat to South Asia and the world and
suggests feasible steps toward peace. Though the roots of conflict lie in the end of empire and the partition
of the subcontinent in 1947, the contemporary problem owes more to subsequent developments,
particularly the severe authoritarianism of Indian rule. Deadly dimensions have been added since 1990 with
the rise of a Kashmiri independence movement and guerrilla war waged by Islamist groups. Bose explains
the intricate mix of regional, ethnic, linguistic, religious, and caste communities that populate Kashmir, and
emphasizes that a viable framework for peace must take into account the sovereignty concerns of India and
Pakistan and popular aspirations to self-rule as well as conflicting loyalties within Kashmir. He calls for the
establishment of inclusive, representative political structures in Indian Kashmir, and cross-border links
between Indian and Pakistani Kashmir. Bose also invokes compelling comparisons to other cases,
particularly the peace-building framework in Northern Ireland, which offers important lessons for a
settlement in Kashmir. The Western world has not fully appreciated the desperate tragedy of Kashmir:
between 1989 and 2003 violence claimed up to 80,000 lives. Informative, balanced, and accessible, Kashmir
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is vital reading for anyone wishing to understand one of the world's most dangerous conflicts.
War and Peace in Modern India - S. Raghavan 2016-04-30
A study of Indian foreign policy under Jawaharlal Nehru, concentrating on the fundamental questions of
war and peace. Looks at Nehru's handling of the disputes over the fate of Junagadh, Hyderabad and
Kashmir in 1947-48; the refugee crisis in East and West Bengal in 1950; the Kashmir crisis in 1951; and the
boundary dispute with China 1949-62.
Society and Politics of Jammu and Kashmir - Serena Hussain 2020-11-27
Kashmir is one of the longest-standing conflicts yet to be resolved by the international community. In 2000,
Bill Clinton declared it the most dangerous place in the world and since then the situation continues to
escalate. Positioned between India, Pakistan and China – three nuclear powers – Kashmir is the most
militarized zone on the planet. Against this backdrop, the urgency to understand what Jammu and Kashmir
means to those who actually belong to its territory has increased. This book not only helps readers navigate
subtleties in a complex part of the world but is the first of its kind – written for a global audience from local
perspectives, which to date have been sorely lacking.
History of Civilizations of Central Asia: Development in contrast : from the sixteenth to the mid-nineteenth
century - Ahmad Hasan Dani 2003-01-01
The period treated in this volume is highlighted by the slow retreat of nomadism and the progressive
increase of sedentary polities owing to a fundamental change in military technology: Furthermore, this
period certainly saw a growing contrast in the pace of economic and cultural progress between Central Asia
and Europe. The internal growth of the European economies and the influx of silver from the New World
gave Atlantic Europe an increasingly important position in world trade and caused a major shift in inland
Asian trade. Thus, 1850 marks the end of the total sway of pre-modern culture as the extension of colonial
dominance was accompanied by the influx of modern ideas.
Jammu and Kashmir 1949-64 - Jawaharlal Nehru 2006
In 1949, Karan Singh Had Just Turned Eighteen When He Was Appointed Regent To Jammu And Kashmir,
Two Years After His Father Maharaja Hari Singh Signed The Instrument Of Accession Merging The Then
Independent State With India. For The Next Eighteen Years Dr Singh Remained At The Helm Of Affairs,
Successively As Sardar-I-Riyasat And Governor Of The State. As Dr Singh'S Political Mentor, Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru Was A Source Of Great Strength For A Young Man Who Had Shouldered Large
Responsibilities. Jammu And Kashmir 1949-1964 Is A Selection Of 216 Letters From The Correspondence
Between Dr Singh And Pandit Nehru Over A Period Of Fifteen Years. The Teething Problems Of A Fledgling
Country And A Newly Grafted State, The Emerging Conflicts Between Pakistan And India, The Chinese
Aggression Of 1962 These Letters Offer An Unmatched Ringside View Of Momentous Events In Kashmir
And The Rest Of India That Unfolded After Independence, Events That Continue To Resonate To This Day.
Apart From Insights Into The Political Situation Of The Period, They Also Provide Unexpected Glimpses Into
The Personal Lives And Thoughts Of Pandit Nehru And Dr Singh And Reflect The Deep Regard And
Affection That The Two Shared. Reproduced At The End Of This Book And Published In Its Entirety For The
First Time Is The Memorandum Submitted By Maharaja Hari Singh To President Rajendra Prasad In August
1952, Which Adds An Invaluable Perspective On The Way The Identity And Future Of Kashmir Was Shaped.
The Biographical And Explanatory Footnotes That Dr Jawaid Alam Has Provided Impose A Narrative On A
Collection Of Letters And Enrich The Text, Making It Accessible To Scholars And Curious Readers Alike.
A Concise History of Modern India - Barbara D. Metcalf 2006-09-28
In a second edition of their successful Concise History of Modern India, Barbara Metcalf and Thomas
Metcalf explore India's modern history afresh and update the events of the last decade. These include the
takeover of Congress from the seemingly entrenched Hindu nationalist party in 2004, India's huge
advances in technology and the country's new role as a major player in world affairs. From the days of the
Mughals, through the British Empire, and into Independence, the country has been transformed by its
institutional structures. It is these institutions which have helped bring about the social, cultural and
economic changes that have taken place over the last half century and paved the way for the modern
success story. Despite these advances, poverty, social inequality and religious division still fester. In
response to these dilemmas, the book grapples with questions of caste and religious identity, and the
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nature of the Indian nation.
Autobiography - Karan Singh 1995-04-06
Dr Karan Singh was born in 1931 as heir to the then princely state of Jammu and Kashmir and was
catapulted into political life at the early age of eighteen. In 1949 he was appointed Regent by his father
Maharaja Hari Singh at the intervention of Jawaharlal Nehru, and thereafter he was continuously Head of
Jammu and Kashmir for a further eighteen years - as Regent up to 1952, as elected Sadar-i-Riyasat from
1952 to 1965, and as Governor from 1965 to 1967. In 1967 Dr Karan Singh was inducted into the Union
Cabinet and, at thirty-six, was the youngest person ever to become a Central Cabinet Minister in India. On
this appointment, he resigned his Governorship and was elected to Parliament. He was a member of
Parliament for the next eighteen years and held several major Cabinet posts.
A Kashmiri Century - Khemlata Wakhlu 2021-06-28
A Magnificent Account of Kashmir's Social History Perhaps the most enigmatic region in the world,
Kashmir has a special place in the Indian subcontinent's history. Over the several centuries of being ruled
by kings from diverse faiths and cultures-Hindus, Buddhists, Muslims, Afghans, Sikhs and Dogras, the
region has undergone various cycles of social, cultural and religious changes. Since India's independence,
the Kashmir valley has received more media and government attention than any other state. The reasons
have been mostly political than for its natural beauty, its contribution to Indian literature or its exuberant
flora and fauna. A Kashmiri Century is a one-of-a-kind book that delves deep into the human side of living in
the Valley, an aspect often missing in the cold political treatises on Kashmir. It offers a rare glimpse into
the lives of Kashmiris-Hindus and Muslims alike-and how their existence revolved around the simple
pleasures of life, even as they dealt with the many changes of the past one hundred years. As a native
Kashmiri, writer and social worker who has spent the last five decades serving people, Khem Lata Wakhlu
has seen the socio-political landscape change like few others. The stories in the book provide a glimpse of
the Kashmir that her generation and her grandparents and parents grew up in. The all-encompassing view
of Kashmiri ethos and culture brings a fresh outlook that is much needed in our times.
India Today - 2006
The Art of South and Southeast Asia - Steven Kossak 2001
Presents works of art selected from the South and Southeast Asian and Islamic collection of The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, lessons plans, and classroom activities.
Jammu and Kashmir, the Cold War and the West - D N Panigrahi 2012-04-27
This book re-examines the multifaceted reality of the Kashmir problem. The state of Jammu and Kashmir
had acceded to India soon after India’s partition. Pakistan laid claim to it waged wars with India to wrest it.
The various decisions taken by the USA and Britain in conjunction with India and Pakistan as to how
Kashmir should be governed are discussed. Studying the spread of communism, the book makes extensive
use of primary resources available in India and the UK. The principal object of the author is to locate
conflict in Kashmir within the international politics of the time, during the Cold War, and especially in the
context of India’s relationship with the UK. The narratives of the discourse throw light on the varied and
salient features of the problem. These have been enriched by an in-depth analysis based on the writings,
notes and correspondence of distinguished British and Indian politicians and statesmen. The author has
also consulted public documents on US foreign relations as well as other studies. This study explores myths
about the Kashmir problem, reinforcing known and unknown truths.
India After Gandhi: The History of the World's Largest Democracy - Ramachandra Guha 2017-07-13
Ramachandra Guha’s India after Gandhi is a magisterial account of the pains, struggles, humiliations and
glories of the world’s largest and least likely democracy. A riveting chronicle of the often brutal conflicts
that have rocked a giant nation, and of the extraordinary individuals and institutions who held it together, it
established itself as a classic when it was first published in 2007. In the last decade, India has witnessed,
among other things, two general elections; the fall of the Congress and the rise of Narendra Modi; a major
anti-corruption movement; more violence against women, Dalits, and religious minorities; a wave of
prosperity for some but the persistence of poverty for others; comparative peace in Nagaland but greater
discontent in Kashmir than ever before. This tenth anniversary edition, updated and expanded, brings the
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narrative up to the present. Published to coincide with seventy years of the country’s independence, this
definitive history of modern India is the work of one of the world’s finest scholars at the height of his
powers.
Amen - Sister Jesme 2009-06-18
On 31 August 2008, Sister Jesme left the Congregation of Mother of Carmel. The authorities repeated
attempts to have her declared insane, she says, left her no other option. This book, a first of its kind in
India, is an outpouring of her experiences as a nun for thirty-three years. Spirited and fun-loving, from a
good family, deeply-rooted in Catholicism, Jesme was drawn to religious life at seventeen after a Retreat at
junior college. As a nun, seven years later, she felt distressed at the many ills growing inside the convent
and being forced to remain silent about them. There was corruption, by way of donations for college seats;
sexual relations between some priests and nuns, and between nuns; class distinctions whereby the
cheduthies, or poorer and less-educated sisters, did menial jobs; and a wide gap between comforts and
facilities enjoyed by the priests and nuns. Jesme was permitted to complete her doctorate in English
Literature, to pursue her passion for literature, cinema and teaching college students. She exposed them to
classic films, believing that aesthetics enhances spirituality. But these joys were clouded by the troubles
she faced. Searing, sincere, and sensitive, Amen is a plea for a reformation of the Church and comes at a
time of its growing concern about nuns and priests. It affirms Jesme’s unbroken spirit and faith in Jesus and
the Church, living like a nun, but outside the Four Walls of the convent.
Letters for a Nation - Jawaharlal Nehru 2015-10-25
In October 1947, two months after he became independent India’s first prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru
wrote the first of his fortnightly letters to the heads of the country’s provincial governments—a tradition he
kept until a few months before his death. This carefully selected collection covers a range of themes and
subjects, including citizenship, war and peace, law and order, governance and corruption, and India’s place
in the world. The letters also cover momentous world events and the many crises the country faced during
the first sixteen years after Independence. Visionary, wise and reflective, these letters are of great
contemporary relevance for the guidance they provide for our current problems and predicaments.
Frontline - 2006
Guide to Foreign and International Legal Citations - 2006
"Formerly known as the International Citation Manual"--p. xv.
Kashmir, 1947 - Prem Shankar Jha 1998
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This book is an exhaustive and careful documentation of the accession of Kashmir in 1947. Based on
declassified papers, correspondence, and reports that have become available in the recent years, it
provides a virtually day-to-day account of the critical times when the fate of Kashmir was`decided' in the
context of Britain's geopolitical compulsions and strategies.
Glimpses of World History - Jawaharlal Nehru 1949
Article 370 - A.G. Noorani 2014-11-03
On 26 January 1950, the Constitution of India came into force with a unique provision—Article 370. The
special status accorded to the state of Jammu and Kashmir in the article meant that its people lived under a
different set of laws while being part of the Indian Union. Alternating deftly between history and politics,
A.G. Noorani examines a wide range of documents pertaining to Article 370. He incisively analyses the
implications and consequences of the article for the constitutional democracy of the state and the nation.
From Jammu and Kashmir's accession to India in 1947 to the various negotiations thereafter; Sheikh
Abdullah's arrest to the framing of the Constitution of Jammu and Kashmir and the replacement of Sadar-iRiyasat, this book impeccably documents the little-known constitutional history of the state. Noorani
underscores the politics behind the gradual erosion of Article 370 and the need for restoration of autonomy.
Critically analysing the various judgments relating to this constitutional arrangement, he suggests a
framework for resolving the 'Kashmir problem'. Collecting together rare, often unseen and unnoticed,
letters, memoranda, white papers, proclamations, and amendments, this book will be an indispensable
resource on Kashmir.
The Wellington Experience - David O. Smith 2020-09
This study examines the observations of U.S. military personnel who attended India's Defence Services
Staff College (DSSC) at Wellington. Although the DSSC is a tri-service professional military education
institution, this study focuses primarily on the Indian Army, the largest and most influentialmilitary service
in India. Collectively, U.S. personnel at the DSSC had sustained interactionsover an extended period of time
with three distinct groups of Indian Army officers: seniorofficers (brigadier through lieutenant general),
senior midlevel (lieutenant colonel and colonel),and junior midlevel (captain and major). The study focuses
on the attitudes and values of theIndian Army officer corps over a 38-year period, from 1979 to 2017, to
determine if there waschange over time, and if so, to understand the drivers of that change.
Discourses of War and Peace - Adam Hodges 2013-08-15
Discourses of War and Peace examines specific contexts around the globe in which discourse operates in
the service of war and to build alternative visions of peace.
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